
El Palace Barcelona launches a charity 
project called “El Palace Charity Stay: 

You Stay, You Care, You Rock!!”

• The Barcelona hotel puts 5 stay vouchers up for sale to raise funds 
to be used for the research of  the Covid-19 “Yo me Corono” and the 
“Banc dels Aliments de Barcelona” to alleviate the economic effects on 
families 

• The project has the collaboration of  Ronnie Wood, legendary 
guitarist of  the Rolling Stones and the companies Mayan Luxury Spa, 
Mvips and Hotel Treats

Barcelona, June 2020.-  The Covid-19 worldwide pandemic has caused a global health 

and economic crisis. Aware of  this overwhelming circumstances and wanting to give 

back as a humble member of  our society, El Palace Barcelona wants to contribute 

through a series of  initiatives to the institutions fighting for the development of  

vaccines and medication against the virus, and donating to those in our local community 

who have seen their income depleted due to this catastrophe. 



Amongst these initiatives, the hotel will be partnering with Hotel Treats, The Mayan 

Luxury Spa, MVIPS Chauffeurs and Ronnie Wood, the legendary Rolling Stones 

guitarist, to offer five vouchers for an ¨ EL PALACE CHARITY STAY: YOU 

STAY, YOU CARE, YOU ROCK” experience, that you can buy through Hotel 

Treats and which will include:

- A two nights stay at the El Palace Suite by Ronnie Wood for two people. This 

suite is not only inspired, but also decorated by Ronnie Wood himself, and has served 

as his home when visiting Barcelona. 

- Delicious breakfast in our restaurant 

- Luxury transfer in & out 

- Mayan Luxury Spa Package including the use 

of  the ancient temazcal and a 50-minute Holistic 

treatment for two people. 

- Welcome amenities 

- The voucher can be enjoyed for up to 24 

months after the reopening date of  El Palace 

Barcelona, to offer extra flexibility to future guests 

and it is subject to availability. 



All proceeds from these packages will be donated to www.yomecorono.com,  a 

research and development project focused on finding market specific solutions 

to combat the pandemic in the city of  Barcelona and “Banc dels Aliments de 

Barcelona”, an entity that provides food to those people in the city who need it.    

ABOUT EL PALACE BARCELONA

El Palace Barcelona opened its doors in 1919 as the former Ritz Hotel in 

Barcelona, being the only one that César Ritz designed and was not in a capital. Not 

only the most illustrious people of  Catalan high society, but also personalities from 

the world of  monarchy, aristocracy, art and national and international culture such 

as Salvador Dalí, Ronnie Wood, Josephine Baker or Joan Miró (who currently have 

their own Art Suite dedicated).

 

The current El Palace Barcelona, is a hotel located a few meters from the main 

highlights of  the city: the exclusive shops and emblematic modernist buildings of  

Paseo de Gracia, Plaza Cataluña or the bustling Ramblas.

120 carefully decorated rooms, 7 event rooms, an emblematic hall, the Bluesman 

Cocktail Bar with its live music and prestigious cocktail bar, the rooftopgarden of  

the seventh floor and a careful gastronomic offer, along with its membership in the 

prestigious hotel association Luxury hotels “The Leading Hotels of  the World”, 

place El Palace Barcelona at the top of  the luxury hotel in Barcelona.

The new El Palace Barcelona, in addition, shows for a while, a younger and more 

daring spirit, with renewed and surprising proposals to attract not only the lodged 

guests but also the locals.
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